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Ultra-rapid categorisation of natural scenes does not rely on
colour cues: a study in monkeys and humans
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Abstract

In a rapid categorisation task, monkeys and humans had to detect a target (animal or food) in briefly flashed (32 ms) and
previously unseen natural images. Removing colour cues had very little effect on average performance. Impairments were
restricted to a mild accuracy drop (in some human subjects) and a small reaction time mean increase (10–15 ms) observed both
in monkeys and humans but only in the detection of food targets. In both tasks, accuracy and latency of the fastest behavioural
responses were unaffected, suggesting that such ultra-rapid categorisations could depend on feed-forward processing of early
coarse achromatic magnocellular information. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The recognition of objects and scenes appears effort-
less and almost instantaneous. The complex processing
needed to perform an object categorisation task can be
extremely fast in humans (Thorpe, Fize & Marlot,
1996) who can detect animals in previously unseen
natural photographs with a high rate of success (94% of
correct responses) and very short reaction times (me-
dian RT: 445 ms). When the frontal event-related po-
tentials recorded during the task are averaged
separately on target and non-target trials and com-
pared, they differ sharply from 150 ms after stimulus
onset. The visual processing necessary for task perfor-
mance can thus be achieved in 150 ms. This constraint
on processing speed could be even more severe in
monkeys. Using the same fast visual categorisation
task, rhesus macaques can detect food or animal targets
in natural scenes with a correct response rate close to
90% but with much faster behavioural RTs (median
RT: 290 ms) than humans (Fabre-Thorpe, Richard &
Thorpe, 1998). In both studies the natural photographs
were flashed very briefly (20 ms in humans, 32 ms in

monkeys) to prevent any exploratory eye movement
and encourage fast behavioural strategies.

Which image features of these briefly flashed stimuli
could be used in generating such fast responses? Al-
though this high level of accuracy cannot be explained
by the use of one single image feature, the monkeys
could use a combination of different low level cues, and
among them colour is an obvious candidate. There is
evidence for such a view, for example, to determine
whether a photograph contained a human being, Ca-
puchin monkeys may have used the presence of a red
patch (D’Amato & Van Sant, 1988). But on the other
hand, colour cues were shown not to account for the
monkeys’ performance in a recent study using fish
versus non fish and tree versus non-tree categorisations
(Vogels, 1999a). The importance of colour could de-
pend on whether or not this cue is a diagnostic feature
of the target category (Tanaka & Presnell, 1999; Oliva
& Schyns, 2000). For instance, in monkeys and humans
that had to select photos of kingfishers — a very
brightly coloured bird — among photos of other birds,
a drop of performance was observed when the pictures
were presented in black and white (BW) (Roberts &
Mazmanian, 1988).

Colour differences and colour contours may also be
used in image segmentation to provide information
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about object shape and region of interest within indi-
vidual objects. However, in human object recognition,
the role of colour — particularly in the early visual
processes leading to fast identification — is still very
controversial. Colour appears to interact with object
recognition processing when object naming is required
but not in verification tasks in which the object name is
presented prior to the object (Ostergaard & Davidoff,
1985). Nevertheless, when performing both a verifica-
tion task and a naming task with either colour photo-
graphs or BW drawings, human performance was
unaffected by the absence of colour (Biederman & Ju,
1988). The authors argued for a fast access to a coarse
structural mental representation of objects; colour
would only be used in the recognition of blurred ob-
jects, when the shape does not provide enough informa-
tion for accurate categorisation or in the case of low
level vision subjects. When target and non-target items
are very similar in shape (i.e. subordinate classification),
colour has indeed been shown to be relevant even when
naming is not required (Price & Humphreys, 1989).
Alternatively, an advantage was observed with coloured
images — over BW ones — in a food object naming
task but was not enhanced when the task was done
with blurred images or when testing low vision patients
(Wurm, Legge, Isenberg & Luebker, 1993). These stud-
ies point towards a role of colour in late stages of
processing to facilitate object recognition or naming.
However, colour has recently been shown to play a role
in very early visual recognition processes, in a delayed
match to sample task using natural images (Gegenfurt-
ner, 1997).

The aim of the present study is to test whether colour
is a decisive feature in the rapid visual go/no-go cate-
gorisation task that we have used both in monkeys and
humans. For many stimuli, processing speed and reac-
tion times are so fast that the visuo-motor system might
have reached its maximal speed. This form of ultra-
rapid visual categorisation is characterised by particu-
larly fast reaction times (B360 ms in humans) which
are unaffected by intensive training (Fabre-Thorpe, De-
lorme, Marlot & Thorpe, 2000). Thus, to produce these
fast responses, the system may only rely on the early
processing of the first wave of visual information. In
that case, if colour is only used in the late stages of
detailed visual processing, the removing of colour cues
should not alter performance. On the other hand if
colour is already processed in the early phases of visual
computation to improve object recognition, the absence
of colour cues should induce an impairment in accu-
racy, speed of performance or both.

In the present study, the role played by colour in fast
object categorisation was addressed in humans and
monkeys using two different categories of target-ob-
jects: ‘food’ and ‘animal’. For both categories one
might predict that colour could be important for seg-

menting images, since both food objects (such as ripe
fruit) and animals (such as birds or fish) are often
brightly coloured. Coloured and BW natural photo-
graphs were mixed at random to prevent subjects (hu-
mans or monkeys) from adopting different strategies
when using chromatic and achromatic stimuli and to
allow more direct comparison of performance in the
two conditions. Monkeys and humans were tested on
the same task with the same set-up and the same stimuli
for a comparative study on the relative role played by
colour cues in their strategies. Moreover, as monkeys
performed hundreds of trials per day, the role of colour
in the categorisation task could be analysed on both
new and highly familiar natural scenes.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Three rhesus monkeys were trained either on a food/
non food (Rh1, male aged 6) or on an animal/non
animal (Rh2 and Rh3, male and female both aged 4)
categorisation task.

Two groups of ten human subjects were also tested,
one on each categorisation task, (mean age 37 in the
food task and 35 in the animal task, with seven subjects
in common). Subjects were mainly students or members
of the laboratory staff; they all gave written consent to
do the task and reported normal colour vision.

2.2. Task and set-up

The subjects (monkeys or humans) sat about 30–35
cm away from a tactile screen in the centre of which
pictures were flashed for only 32 ms on a black back-
ground with a 1.5–3 s random intertrial between suc-
cessive images. The subjects placed one hand on a
capacitive tactile key located below the screen at waist
level to start stimulus presentation. They had 1 s to
quickly release the button and touch the screen when
they detected a target (animal or food) in the flashed
image, otherwise they had to keep their hand on the
button. This is a very demanding task: humans and
monkeys have to make a succession of rapid decisions
on the basis of brief stimulus presentations that prevent
any foveating eye movements. Correct go- or no-go-
decisions were rewarded by a beep noise. In addition,
monkeys were given a drop of fruit juice. Incorrect
decisions were followed by a 3–4 s display of the
incorrectly classified stimuli delaying the next trial and
the next possibility of reward and allowing time for
ocular exploration.

The monkeys worked daily for as long as they
wanted (1–3 h), 5 days a week. At the end of each
testing session and during weekends ad libitum water



was provided. They were restrained in a primate chair
(Crist Instruments, GA) during testing and lived in a
cage (European normalisation) in between the sessions.

2.3. Stimuli

All the pictures were natural scenes taken from a
large commercial CD database (Corel). Some addi-
tional photographs (roughly 10%) were added for the
food task in order to increase stimulus variety and to
allow further controls to be performed. Targets and
distractors were equiprobable and included both close-
ups and general views. Food targets included photo-
graphs of fruit, vegetables, salads, cakes, biscuits,
sweets... presented against natural backgrounds. Ani-
mal targets included fish, birds, mammals and reptiles
also presented in their natural environments. Distrac-
tors included some of the target category of the other
task, landscapes, trees, flowers, objects, monuments,
cars... On target trials, the subjects had no a priori
knowledge concerning the position, the size or the
number of targets in the picture. Moreover, both tasks
included targets that were only partly visible, or par-
tially masked in the scene. The photographs were so
varied (Fig. 1) that contextual help can effectively be
ruled out.

Images (192×128 pixels, corresponding to an angu-
lar size of about 25°/15°) were mostly horizontal photo-
graphs (73%). They were flashed for two frames at a
refresh rate of 62 Hz (non-interlaced), corresponding to
a presentation time of 32 ms, using a programmable
graphics board (VSG 2, Cambridge Research Systems)
mounted in a PC-compatible computer. Since the VSG
graphic board is limited to 8-bit colours; the photo-
graphs were converted, from 24-bit (16 millions of
colours) to 8-bit indexed colours (256 colours) using the
corel algorithm that optimises the colour palette, or to
8-bit grey levels (256 greys levels) using their algorithm
based on a weighed average of the red, green and blue
channels.

2.4. E6aluation of performance and data analysis

Performance was evaluated both in terms of accuracy
and speed. A go response was scored (whether correct
on target trials or incorrect on distractor trials) when
the subject released the key and touched the screen with
the same hand in less than 1 s. The reaction time (RT)
— delay between stimuli onset and button release —
was recorded for all go responses. A no-go response
was scored when the subject had kept pressing the key
for over 1 s. Any other response (i.e. releasing the key
without touching the screen) was considered as an
incorrect response both on target and distractor trials.
Accuracy differences were assessed using a standard
two-tailed x2 test on correct and incorrect responses;

RT distributions were compared using two-tailed
Mann–Whitney U-test.

2.5. Procedure before testing monkeys with new
achromatic stimuli

The training steps and initial results were reported
previously (Fabre-Thorpe et al., 1998). At the end of
the training period (4–6 months), monkeys were able to
categorise accurately new chromatic stimuli (90.5% in
the food task and 87% in the animal task) with very
short RTs (mean values: 356 and 251 ms, respectively
for the food and the animal task).

To study the effects induced by the removal of colour
cues, monkeys went through a number of new training
and control steps. They were first trained to perform
the categorisation task on a set of 200 images (taken
from the set of 480–650 of images that they had
already experienced) of which half were presented in
BW (50 targets and 50 distractors). To prevent mon-
keys (and humans) from developing a new categorisa-
tion strategy in which colour cues would be ignored
because stimuli were always — thus predictably —
presented in BW, colour and BW images were mixed at
random. Under these conditions, the monkeys scored as
well as before on colour images and took 1–2 weeks to
stabilise accuracy and speed with BW ones. Then, the
role of colour cues on the processing of familiar images
was studied, during 2–5 successive days, with a second
set of 200 familiar images (100 targets and 100 distrac-
tors). The 200 images were seen in colour and in BW; a
given image was presented in colour and in BW during
the same daily session. To counterbalance the advan-
tage of having seen once the same image during the
same training session, half of the photographs were first
presented in BW then in colour whereas the second half
was first presented in colour then in BW. Only the
responses given by the monkey to the first BW and the
first coloured presentation of each image were taken
into consideration and compared. Results were repli-
cated in the final experiment that is described in detail
in the present study. They showed that monkeys can
categorise BW images with very little impairment.

2.6. Testing performance with new achromatic stimuli

In the final testing phase, monkeys and humans were
tested with a set of 400 images that they had never seen
before. For each task (food vs. non-food and animal vs.
non-animal), 400 novel images (200 targets and 200
distractors) were chosen from the large database used
previously (Fig. 1). For each task, the set of 400 images
chosen was randomly divided into two subsets of 200
images (100 targets, 100 distractors). For each subset of
200 images, an average horizontal colour image was
computed from all horizontal images (70–75% of the



Fig. 1.



images) and separately for targets and for distractors
(Fig. 1). These average images allowed (1) to determine
for each task and each subset the colour bias between
targets and distractors and (2) to compare whether for
each task the two randomly chosen subsets were similar
in terms of colours. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a colour
bias can be observed between the averaged target and
distractor images. This bias is stronger in the food task
in which a clear yellow to orange predominance is seen
for targets. This observation supports the pertinence of
the present study in investigating the role of colour cues
in the fast decisions taken by human and non-human
primates in our task. On the other hand, these average
images also show that for both food and animal cate-
gorisations, the two subsets were clearly equivalent in
term of colours. For each task, one of the two subsets
was then randomly chosen to be converted in BW as
described above.

2.6.1. Testing monkeys
Monkeys had to categorise daily 20 new images (ten

in colour and ten in BW of which half were distractors
and half were targets) mixed with familiar colour and
BW images that were randomly selected every day.
With familiar images monkeys are rewarded in over
90% of the trials. Mixing new images with familiar
ones: (1) allowed performance to be compared for new
and familiar stimuli; (2) avoided the impact of response
errors on the processing of subsequent images; and thus
(3) ensured the stability of the emotional state of the
monkey when faced with a new stimulus. As we only
consider the response given by the monkey to the first
presentation of a new image, this stability is a necessary
condition to obtain consistent results. For the same
reason, monkeys were tested with 40–100 familiar im-
ages before being presented with new images and two
new images were never shown in immediate succession.

2.6.2. Testing humans
Subjects were all familiar with the task since they

already volunteered for other studies using this rapid
categorisation task (Thorpe et al., 1996; Fabre-Thorpe
et al., 1998). They were tested using the same set-up
and the same 400 stimuli that were presented in four
blocks of 100 new stimuli. As with the monkeys, they

were given feed-back about the accuracy of their re-
sponses: a beep noise for a correct response and a 3 s
re-appearance of incorrectly classified images.

3. Results

Only mild impairments were observed for both mon-
keys and humans when colour cues were removed,
although colour appeared as a more important feature
in the food task. For humans, the accuracy impairment
varied from one subject to another indicating that
individual subjects may rely differently on colour cues
to reach their decision.

3.1. Accuracy in monkeys

3.1.1. New images
For the three monkeys the average accuracy with

previously unseen photographs was 87.2% in colour
and 87.3% in BW. Whatever the task (food task: 85.5%
correct in colour vs. 87.5% in BW, two-tailed x2=
0.343, df=1, P=0.66; animal task: 88% correct in
colour vs. 87.2% in BW, two-tailed x2=0.104, df=1,
P=0.83) there was no significant difference (Fig. 2).
The same result was observed for each of the two
monkeys (Rh2 and Rh3) tested in the animal task
(Table 1).

3.1.2. Familiar images
The three monkeys had performed a large number of

trials with familiar images (1500–1750 trials for each
condition). They averaged 95.2% correct in colour and
92.8% in BW (Fig. 2). This mild 2–3% accuracy impair-
ment for BW images is statistically significant (Table 1).
When accuracy was considered separately for targets
and distractors, all monkeys showed a significant bias
towards go responses with colour stimuli (two-tailed x2,
df=1, PB0.01 for Rh1, PB0.0001 for Rh2 and Rh3).
This bias persisted with BW photographs in the animal
task (Rh2, Rh3) but disappeared for Rh1 that was
tested on the food categorisation. The main accuracy
effect associated with the absence of colour cues is seen
in the detection of targets in the food task.

Fig. 1. Examples of the stimuli used in the animal and in the food categorisation tasks. Top: For each of the tasks, six targets are presented in
the left column and six distractors in the right column. They are illustrated in colour or in BW as they were presented in the tasks. In all four
columns, the first four photographs (1) were accurately classified by both the monkeys and the ten human subjects, the bottom two (2) induced
incorrect responses both in monkeys and in some of the human subjects. Bottom: For each task: animal task (on the left) and food task (on the
right) an average image has been calculated for both targets (T, top row) and distractors (D, bottom row) and for each subset of 200 photos. For
the subset of photos presented in colour the average colour images are shown in (A); for the subset that was presented in BW the average images
are shown in colour (B) to illustrate the similarity with subset A and then in BW (C). To compute an average image, the mean values of every
colour channel (red, green, and blue) were calculated for each pixel from all horizontal images of a given subset. Average images have been
renormalised to reinforce differences that otherwise would remain undetected. For a given task all average images were considered together in the
renormalisation process for rigorous comparison.



3.1.3. New 6ersus familiar images
Training improves accuracy in both tasks by about

5–10% in the chromatic condition and 3–8% in the
achromatic condition.

Monkeys are extremely good and equally efficient at
categorising new stimuli whether in colour or not.
Colour is clearly not needed to explain the monkeys
performance in this rapid categorisation task. Accuracy
being similar when both BW and colour images are
seen for the first time, the slight advantage for coloured
stimuli that appears with familiar images might be due
to the monkeys larger experience with chromatic images
than with their BW counterparts.

3.2. Accuracy in human subjects

For the two groups of humans, the global average
categorisation accuracy (Fig. 2) with previously unseen
photographs was about 2% higher with colour photo-

graphs (93.2% in colour and 91% in BW). This ten-
dency was not significant in the food task (90.7%
correct in colour vs. 89% in BW, two-tailed x2=2.8,
df=1, P=0.0942) but reached significance in the ani-
mal task (95.7% correct for colour images and 93%
correct for BW image, two-tailed x2=13.6, df=1,
P=0.0002). When the rate of correct responses was
analysed separately for targets and distractors a differ-
ence appeared between the two tasks. In the animal
task, the global 2.5–3% accuracy decrease observed
with BW stimuli was seen for both targets and distrac-
tors. On the other hand, in the food task, the ability to
detect targets dropped by 5.9% with BW stimuli (two-
tailed x2=20.1, df=1, PB0.0001) whereas the rate of
correct no-go responses increased by 2.6% with BW
distractors (almost reaching significance two-tailed
x2=3.5, df=1, PB0.07) which partly compensate for
the accuracy drop with targets. This detection impair-
ment for food targets ranged from 1 to 14% (Table 2,

Fig. 2. Monkeys’ and humans’ global categorisation performance. Familiar images for monkeys (Fam. M); new images for monkeys (New M),
new images for the group of ten humans (Human), images presented in colour (C; hatched bars) and in grey levels (BW; black bars). Top:
accuracy expressed as the percentage of correct responses, for the animal task (left) and the food task (right). Note that monkeys categorise equally
well new colour and BW images and that a very mild advantage is observed with colour pictures for monkeys tested with familiar images and for
humans (the statistical significance is given by a x2). Training leads to improved accuracy as shown by the higher scores observed for monkeys
tested with familiar images; this is true in both colour and BW and with the same statistical significance. Bottom: The speed of response is
illustrated for all conditions by the median reaction time (expressed in ms) for correct go-responses. Note that the removal of colour cues has no
effect on performance speed in the animal task whereas a 10–15 ms RT increase is observed when food was the target. Note also that the effect
of training on performance speed is only visible in the animal task.



Table 1
Monkeys’ performance with new and familiar images in both colour and black and white (BW) conditionsa

ColourAccuracy BW

T/D Total x2 Total T/D

Food task
Familiar

844/851 1695N trials 1506Rh1 735/771
N Cor trials 816/800 1616 1386 676/710

96.7/94 95.3 0.0004 92%Cor 92/92.1
New

N trialsRh1 100/100 200 200 100/100
83/88 85.5 ns 87.5 91/84%Cor

Animal task
Familiar

Rh2 N trials 822/820 1642 1646 822/824
812/763 1575N Cor trials 1561 800/761

98.8/93 95.9 ns%Cor 94.8 97.3/92.4
N trialsRh3 915/856 1771 1747 883/864

893/780 1673N Cor trials 1604 862/742
97.6/91.1 94.5 B0.005%Cor 91.8 97.6/85.9

New
100/100 200Rh2 200N trials 100/100
94/87 90.5 ns%Cor 91.5 91/92

100/100 200Rh3 N trials 200 100/100
83/88 85.5 ns 83%Cor 86/80

Reaction time (ms) Colour BW

Mean Med U-test Med Mean

Food task
Familiar

Rh1 Cor Go-trials 310 297 B0.001 309 322
342 320InC Go-trials 318 351

New
Rh1 312Cor Go-trials 297 ns 306 324

346 316 325InC Go-trials 356
Animal task

Familiar
262 258 nsCor Go-trials 258Rh2 264

InC Go-trials 285 276 278 283
247 240 nsRh3 241Cor Go-trials 248
271 256InC Go-trials 266 266

New
270 266Rh2 nsCor Go-trials 269 281
314 292InC Go-trials 300 350

Cor Go-trialsRh3 268 252 ns 242 262
329 293InC Go-trials 308 356

a The accuracy performance is shown for each of the two tasks (food task and animal task) and each of the three monkeys (Rh1, Rh2 and Rh3).
For new and familiar targets and distractors (T/D) the total number of trials (N trials), and the percentage of correct trials (% Cor) are indicated.
For familiar images the total number of correct trials (N Cor trials) is also given. The same indications are given for targets and distractors pooled
together (total) with, in the central column the statistical result of a x2 test between the colour and the BW conditions. The reaction time
(expressed in ms) is also given for each of the two tasks (food task and animal task) and for each of the three rhesus monkeys (Rh1, Rh2 and
Rh3). For new and familiar images, the mean and median (med) reaction times are indicated for all correct go-responses (Cor Go-trials) and all
incorrect go-responses (InC Go-trials). The RT distributions of correct go-responses obtained in the two conditions (colour and BW) have been
compared using a two-tailed Mann–Whitney U-test; results are shown in the central column (U-test).



1% for subject M4, 14% for subject F3) whereas the
impairment range was much smaller with animal targets
(1–5%). Note that the same impairment in detecting
food targets was seen for familiar images in monkeys.

As a global result, this study shows that, in rapid
categorisation tasks, removing colour cues from the
stimuli has on average, very little effect on human
accuracy. It also shows that human subjects rely more
on colour to detect food targets than they do to detect
animals. However, a large amount of variability be-
tween subjects was seen when considering individual
performances. Whereas most subjects showed an im-
paired accuracy when categorising BW photographs,
for some of them the global accuracy was identical in
both conditions (Table 2, subjects F2 and M4 in the
food task; M1 in the animal task). For the subjects
tested, the strength of the accuracy impairment induced

by the removing of colour cues appeared correlated
with RTs. The fastest subjects categorised equally well
chromatic and achromatic stimuli whereas the accuracy
advantage observed with chromatic stimuli increased
progressively for subjects with longer RTs (correlation:
R=0.81 in the animal task, R=0.72 in the food task).
These correlations show that colour is not a decisive
cue when subjects make very fast responses but it can
be used as a relevant feature to reach decision when
subjects take longer to respond.

3.3. Speed of performance in monkeys

3.3.1. New images
In both tasks (Table 1 for individual results), RTs for

correct go responses did not depend on whether the
images were shown in colour or in BW (Fig. 2). In the

Table 2
Individual human performance in the food task (left) and in the animal task (right)a

Animal taskFood task

ColourBWColour BW

T/D Total x2 Total T/DTotal x2 Total T/DT/D

Accuracy
96/9394.5ns9798/96F1*F1* 90/9090ns91.593/90

ns 94F2* 94/9493/82 87.5 ns 89.5 89/90 F2* 95/96 95.5
90/92 91 ns 86 76/96F3* F3* 94/94 94 B0.06 88.5 90/87

91/9392ns9596/94F4*F4* 88/9189.5ns9091/89
93/84 88.5 ns 87.5 86/89F5 F6 98.598/99 94/9494B0.02

99/93 96 ns 96 97/9590 ns 88M1* 94/8297/83 M1*
95/89 92 ns 88.5 89/88M2* M2* 90/97 93.5 ns 90.5 89/92

M3* 96/92 94 ns 91.5 89/94 M3* 98/96 97 ns 94.5 94/95
9393/93 92/9493ns96.597/96M4 M692/9493ns

nsM5 9497/91M782/9186.5ns89 95/9092.593/85

87.5/90.589ns90.793.4/87.9 96.2/95.2Total Total 95.7 0.0002 93 93.2/92.7
B0.0001 nsB0.04 x2x2 Ns

Med MeanMedU-testMedMean MeanMeanMedU-test
RT on correct go-responses

411 419408nsB0.05446 462461F1* 478 F1* 419
330 ns 333 361F2* 376 412360 3960.0004 F2* 345

513524 520 ns 503F3* F3*506 493 B0.05 508 521
374390 388368 B0.06 384 403 F4* 385 376 nsF4*

406 455 ns 470 477394 B0.008 412 427 F6F5 469
387 381 ns 380 387M1* 410 397 0.09 401 428 M1*
445 444 ns 440 445M2* 449 438 ns 438 453 M2*

457443ns429442M3*M3* 481474ns449467
427 417 ns 411 430468M4 457 ns 465 479 M6

438 421 B0.06 451 463 M7M5 363 368346 ns 348

420Total453439B0.0001427 424437Total 415ns412

a Female (F) and male (M) subjects that participated in each task are listed on the left; the asterisk indicates that the same subject participated
in both experiments. For each of the subjects and for both colour and black and white (BW) images, the accuracy is given as the percentage of
correct responses; the mean and the median (med) RT are given in milliseconds. In both tasks, human subjects had a tendency to categorise
coloured images better than BW ones. Statistical comparison using a x2 is shown in the central columns. However it only reached significance in
the animal task (two-tailed x2=13.6, df=1, P=0.0002) and mainly as a result of two of the subjects (F3 and F6). The bias towards go responses
is not significant in both colour and BW conditions for the animal task. It is highly significant in the food task when stimuli are in colour
(PB0.0001) and tends to disappear in the BW condition (PB0.04). For RTs, in the animal task, the difference between conditions never reached
significance at the global or at the individual level. In the food task, the average RT difference between the two conditions was highly significant
(two-tailed Mann–Whitney U=359702, PB0.0001) and reached significance for most of the subjects.



Fig. 3. Reaction time distribution of correct go responses and false positives for humans and monkeys. For each task: animal task (top) and food
task (bottom), the RT distributions are shown for chromatic (top row) and achromatic (bottom row) image presentations. In each graph, the
empty histogram corresponds to the correct go-responses whereas incorrect go-responses (false positives) are shown in black. Left column: monkey
RT distributions (10 ms bin width) for go responses towards familiar (Fam.) stimuli. Central column: monkey RT distributions (20 ms bin width)
for go responses with new photographs. Right column, RT distributions (10 ms bin width) for the group of ten human subjects tested with the
same previously unseen images. Reaction time is expressed in ms and in each bin width, go-responses are expressed as a percentage of all (correct
and incorrect) go-responses.

animal task, mean RT was 269 ms (median: 259 ms) in
colour and 271 ms (median: 261 ms) in BW (two-tailed
Mann–Whitney U=15269, P=0.68); in the food task
mean RT was 312 ms (median: 297 ms) in colour and
324 ms (median: 306 ms) in BW (two-tailed Mann–
Whitney U=3651, P=0.31). The RT distributions for
new BW and colour photos are illustrated for both
tasks (Fig. 3). In the animal task they are identical for
both BW and colour conditions, and the absence of
colour cues had no consequence on the earliest correct

go responses that are seen with latencies as short as 200
ms in both cases. Note that these responses cannot be
simply considered as just random anticipations because,
as targets and distractors are equiprobable, correct and
incorrect anticipated go-responses should be equally
distributed. From 200 ms on, correct go-responses sig-
nificantly outnumbered incorrect go responses both in
colour (12 correct vs. 1 incorrect go responses in the bin
width 200–220; PB0.02) and in BW (12 correct vs. no
incorrect go responses in the bin width 200–220; PB



0.005). In the food task, the small delay seen for the
earliest latencies is not very conclusive since only one
monkey was tested (a total of 88 correct go responses in
colour and 91 in BW) and the effect was not replicated
with the larger sample of familiar photographs.

3.3.2. Familiar images
Concerning the performance speed, results with chro-

matic and achromatic familiar photographs confirmed
the observations made with new images (Fig. 2). No
difference was seen in the animal task whereas, in the
food task, RTs for correct go responses towards BW
images were about 10 ms longer (median: 297 vs. 309
ms, mean: 310 vs. 322 ms) with the large sample of
trials with familiar images (over 1500 trials in either
condition), this shift towards longer latencies is signifi-
cant (two-tailed Mann–Whitney U=242504, PB
0.0001). The RT distributions obtained in the food task
(Fig. 3) shows that: (1) the earliest responses statisti-
cally biased towards correct go responses are produced
at the same latency (220–230 ms) in both conditions,
(2) the peak of the RT distribution for correct go
responses is sharper for chromatic stimuli (variance
3321 in colour and 4326 in BW) with a clear mode in
the bin width 270–280 ms. In fact, the effect associated
with colour cues is mainly observed in the range 250–
300 ms (that include the mode bin width) within which
colour appears to facilitate the detection of food objects
as more colour targets (an additional 9% relatively to
the BW condition) are detected. On the other hand, in
the achromatic condition, the RT distribution for cor-
rect go responses has no clear mode and extends to-
wards long latency responses with a greater percentage
of go responses triggered after 400 ms in BW (6.5% in
colour vs. 11% in BW).

3.3.3. New 6ersus familiar images
Whereas training induced a clear improvement in

performance accuracy, there is little effect (if any) on
the speed at which such a task is performed. In the food
task, familiar and previously unseen photographs are
categorised at exactly the same speed. The only effect
was seen in the animal task in which a small RT
decrease (10 ms) was observed with familiar images and
in both monkeys. The fact that extensive training with
photographs fails to speed up the neural processes
underlying performance suggests that the speed at
which monkeys categorise new images is already near
to optimal.

In summary, the results obtained here clearly demon-
strate that for previously unseen images, the monkeys’
abilities to categorise colour and BW images are almost
identical for both accuracy and speed of response. A
mild facilitation in the detection of food targets can be
seen when colour cues are available, but this facilitation
appears from 250 ms on. The experiment also shows

that familiar images are categorised with higher accu-
racy than new ones but tend to be processed at about
the same speed.

3.4. Speed of performance in human subjects

3.4.1. Speed of response
Data obtained with human subjects also showed that

animal detection was not speeded up when colour cues
were available whereas a mild effect could be seen in
the detection of food targets. In the animal task (Fig. 2)
the comparison of the overall RT distributions for
correct go responses with either coloured or BW targets
showed no statistical difference (RT in colour: mean
420 ms, median 412 ms; RT in BW: mean 424 ms,
median 415 ms; Mann–Whitney U=441635, P=0.58).
The same result was obtained when comparing RT
distributions individually for each subject (Table 2). In
the food task, the results were clearly different. A
statistically significant RT increase was seen with BW
images (RT in colour: mean 437 ms, median 427 ms;
RT in BW: mean 453 ms, median 439 ms; Mann–Whit-
ney U=359702, PB0.0001) although it was — as for
the monkey — very small (about 15 ms). This result
was confirmed at the individual level: the RT increase
was seen in all subjects and reached significance for
seven of them.

Humans are extremely efficient and can reach high
accuracy scores with short RTs in both tasks. Com-
pared to the animal task, the food task appears more
difficult: the global accuracy is lower and the RTs are
longer. Moreover, whereas the earliest responses start
around 280 ms in the animal categorisation, they are
delayed by at least 30–40 ms in the food categorisation
(Fig. 3). Removing colour did not affect these earliest
behavioural latencies. On the other hand, as it was
already the case for monkeys in the food task, a greater
percentage of go responses are triggered late (after 500
ms) with achromatic stimuli (17.5% in colour vs. 23.3%
in BW) which is not the case in the animal task. In fact,
the effect of removing colour cues was very mild, most
stimuli were accurately and quickly identified in BW
with, at the most, a 2% decrease in global accuracy and
a 15 ms increase in RT. With the very varied total of
800 natural scenes proposed in these tasks, colour does
not seem essential to allow fast and accurate categorisa-
tion of natural images. When available, colour cannot
speed up the visual processes underlying the earliest,
ultra-rapid, behavioural responses.

3.5. Comparison between humans and monkeys

When comparing the speed at which humans and
monkeys perform the task, monkeys are much faster
than humans; on average this advantage reaches
roughly 130 ms in both tasks. Monkeys appear to



behave like the fastest humans, combining short RTs
and nearly no advantage for coloured stimuli. Note
that: (1) like humans, monkeys are faster to perform
the animal categorisation task; (2) like humans, mon
keys’ go responses are delayed only in the food cate-
gorisation of BW stimuli; (3) this delay reaches about
10 ms in monkeys, a value compatible with the 15 ms
delay observed in humans; (4) as for humans, colour
appears more important as a feature for detecting food
than animals; (5) monkeys and humans tend to make
incorrect decisions in response to the same stimuli both
in chromatic and achromatic conditions (Fig. 1).

4. Discussion

The first results replicate the data previously reported
(Thorpe et al., 1996; Fabre-Thorpe et al., 1998): both
monkeys and humans are fast and accurate at cate-
gorising natural images that they have never seen be-
fore, even without contextual help and without using
eye movements. However, studying the processing of
800 previously unseen natural scenes by humans and
monkeys, and an additional 800 familiar natural scenes
by monkeys, the main finding is that this sort of rapid
visual processing of natural images is only very mildly
affected by the removal of colour information. Hu-
mans’ impairment without colour cues varies from one
individual to another (some of them being unaffected)
and monkeys are fast and rely very little on colour.

4.1. The use of colour information in between tasks and
species

Colour appears as a more relevant feature in the
categorisation of food objects. The use of colour fea-
tures to determine whether an item belongs to a cate-
gory might depend on the pertinence of colour in
identifying objects from that category. Although very
few objects could be recognised on the basis of their
colour only, colour could be more or less ‘diagnostic’ in
the recognition of certain categories of object (Bieder-
man & Ju, 1988; Tanaka & Presnell, 1999; Oliva &
Schyns, 2000). Monkeys were shown to encode pictures
of fruits mainly along two dimensions: the type of fruit
(apples or grapes) and their colour (red or yellow),
ignoring other dimensions like their size or number
(Sands, Lincoln & Wright, 1982). For food, the colour
is less arbitrary, i.e. varying in a smaller range — than
in other categories like animals for example. This is
shown by the yellow to orange predominance in the
average food images that were computed from our sets
of photographs (see Fig. 1). Colour could also help
decision making in the case of ambiguous photographs
such as close-ups of a rose versus a green salad. Using
top-down influences, the visual system could be ‘pre-set’

to detect an object with special colour attributes; this
could explain why RT are globally 10–15 ms shorter
with chromatic stimuli. On the other hand, for animal
categorisation, colour is clearly not essential, perhaps
because it has no ‘diagnostic’ value to reach decision as
suggested by the colour similarity of the averaged target
and distractor images shown in Fig. 1. Although it can
be argued that cage-reared monkeys may not rely on
animal colour to generalise their training, the fact that
the same results were found in humans shows that
colour cues are not essential for fast detection of
animals.

Colour could also be used to help segmentation of
the target-objects from the background. In that case,
the contribution of colour may depend on how well
objects can be segregated from their background and it
could be argued that ultra-rapid categorisations may
only be seen when colour is not necessary for target
segregation. In fact, the natural scenes used in our
studies are very complex and we recently showed that
ultra-rapid visual processing is not restricted to ‘easy to
process’ animal-targets (Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2000). It
therefore appears that, at least for the animal task,
short latency behavioural responses can be observed
with the vast majority of targets. In the case of the food
task, the effect of colour is not seen on the earliest
responses but later, around the mean RT, when more
chromatic targets are detected (as shown by the sharp-
ening of the RT histogram around the mode bin width
in the monkey). This suggests that initial stages of
visual processing are mainly achromatic but could be
sufficient to reach decision. However, when the re-
sponse has not yet been made, object detection would
be improved when additional time is available for more
detailed analysis of object features (such as colour) that
appear to take longer to process. In primates, trichro-
macy is thought to have evolved for segregating flowers
and fruit from background foliage (Mollon, 1989; Re-
gan, Julliot, Simmen, Viénot, Charles-Dominique &
Mollon, 1998) and probably plays a vital role in every
day tasks such as choosing ripe fruit. In our data, the
small 10–15 ms RT increase observed when colour is
removed is mainly due to the increased number of
targets that take, relatively to the chromatic condition,
abnormally long to detect in greyscale (above 400 ms in
monkeys and 500 ms in humans). In absence of colour,
it is possible that more detailed analysis would be
necessary for target detection. Thus the additional de-
lay might be explained if, as suggested by Smid, Jakob
and Heinze (1997), it is faster to combine the coarse
information about an object shape with its colour than
to analyse its detailed local shape features. However,
even if colour is used in the detection of some targets,
and if it can improve pattern recognition in some cases
(Syrkin & Gur, 1997), it is clearly not the most crucial
aspect of the object used by monkeys and humans to
perform the rapid categorisations studied here.



4.2. Neural correlates in the inferotemporal cortex

It seems likely that the processing leading to food or
animal categorisation involves all the processing stages
along the ventral visual pathway known to play a
crucial role in object recognition (Ungerleider &
Mishkin, 1982; Milner & Goodale, 1993) up to and
including the inferotemporal cortex (IT). In the mon-
key, the earliest behavioural responses are observed
around 200–220 ms so that the visual processing must
have been completed in 100–120 ms as the behavioural
RT also includes the time needed to trigger the motor
response. This finding is in agreement with neuronal
responses in IT that typically have onset latencies of
80–100 ms (Perrett, Rolls & Caan, 1982; Oram &
Perrett, 1992) and with the short latency (100 ms) of the
differential IT responses between target and non-target
stimuli reported in categorisation tasks (Vogels, 1999b).
On the basis of this temporal constraint, we had previ-
ously argued that ultra-rapid categorisations were
mainly based on a feed-forward processing of visual
information (Thorpe & Imbert, 1989; Thorpe et al.,
1996; Fabre-Thorpe et al., 1998). This hypothesis is
supported by the fact that both in the present study and
in the original one (Fabre-Thorpe et al., 1998) monkeys
responded to new and familiar stimuli with similar
latencies. The same finding has also been described in
humans (Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2000). If ultra-rapid cate-
gorisation depended upon numerous iterative processes,
extensive training would be expected to allow the by-
pass of some processing loops resulting in a RT
decrease.

The minor role played by colour cues reported in the
present study is in agreement with the characteristics of
IT neuronal responses. IT neurones respond to faces,
and specific objects (Perrett et al., 1982; Logothetis,
Pauls & Poggio, 1995; Booth & Rolls, 1998). Some can
selectively respond to several objects that belong to the
same category (Vogels, 1999b). Indeed, in monkeys
performing a categorisation task with trees as targets, a
quarter of IT cells responded differentially to tree ver-
sus non tree stimuli. These responses are sensitive to
image scrambling, but largely invariant to stimulus
transformations such as changes in position or size.
They are observed whether the objects are presented as
coloured pictures, line-drawings, silhouettes or illusory
contours (Chadaide, Kovàcs, Köteles & Benedek,
1999), with simplified versions of the objects or with a
combination of their features (Kobatake & Tanaka,
1994; Tanaka, 1997). IT cells are generally reported to
be selective to shape irrespectively of colour, and only a
very small subset of neurones needs a combination of
shape and colour information to respond with maximal
amplitude (Tanaka, Saito, Fukada & Moriya, 1991;
Chadaide et al., 1999). This view is also supported by
two recent studies. In the first one (Booth & Rolls,

1998), macaques had been given a number of new
objects to manipulate in their cages. Cellular recording
in IT showed a small subset of totally ‘view-invariant’
neurones, suggesting that objects rather than the visual
features were coded. Moreover, most of them exhibited
similar responses for colour or greyscale object images.
The second study (Vogels, 1999b) used a tree versus
non tree categorisation in macaques and although the
colour content of the image could affect the average
response of IT cells, chromatic and achromatic stimulus
presentations often elicited similar neuronal responses.
Thus processing in IT cells is consistent with the mild
effect observed in our task when colour cues are
removed.

4.3. Fast processing using the magnocellular pathway?

The behavioural responses that are produced by hu-
mans and monkeys in our task could be triggered at
different levels of the visual processing: fast triggered
responses could rely on the minimal processing of the
first wave of visual information as argued above,
whereas longer responses would be triggered after a
more detailed analysis of object features (such as
colour) that take longer to process. The hypothesis that
the use of colour features is time consuming is sup-
ported by at least three different results reported here:
(1) human accuracy performance is impaired only for
those subjects with the longest mean RTs; (2) both
monkeys and humans are slower in performing the
food task in which colour is a more relevant feature; (3)
the earliest behavioural responses do not depend on
colour cues whereas the improvement in detecting food
target — when chromatic — is seen later, around
mean RT.

Visual information can reach cortical area V1 using
either the magnocellular (M) system or the parvocellu-
lar (P) system. Traditionally, the M system has been
associated with the extraction of structure from motion
whereas the P system is thought to be concerned with
the fine analysis of static images. A possible explana-
tion for the late use of colour is based on the FACADE
model (Grossberg, 1994; Bradski & Grossberg, 1995)
and the sequential use of P information: boundaries
would first be formed and then control the surface
filling-in of brightness and colour information.
Boundaries could directly activate object recognition
processes but the use of colour would take longer.
Alternatively, we would like to suggest that, for the fast
responses observed in our task, the absence of a clear
effect when colour cues are removed could be related to
differences in the temporal dynamics of processing in
the M and P visual pathways. Chromatic information
in the P stream reaches visual cortex roughly 20 ms
after the M inputs that mainly transmit motion and
luminance based information (Nowak, Munk, Girard &



Bullier, 1995; Nowak & Bullier, 1997). Ultra-rapid cate-
gorisations would be based on the coarse and near
colour-blind fast M information. It follows that colour
would only be used for images that were not cate-
gorised on the basis of such early information and for
which additional processing time is needed.

Coarse to fine processing has already been proposed
by a number of authors (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987;
Parker, Lishman & Hughes, 1992; Schyns & Oliva,
1994), and in a recent study (Sugase, Yamane, Ueno &
Kawano, 1999) the discharge of IT neurones in re-
sponse to faces has been shown to have an early phasic
component related to the presentation of a face regard-
less of its other characteristics and a second late tonic
component developing with a 40–50 ms delay which is
linked to finer information (human or primate face,
facial expression). The coarse magnocellular informa-
tion might give access to a global shape representation
that might be sufficient for the Ultra-rapid categorisa-
tion of natural scenes. Such a fast process could be used
as a header to improve further processing of colour and
fine details.
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